1. Listen and point.

2. Say the chant.
Marie Maskman Monty one two three What's your name? I'm ...

Look and draw. Say the number.

Listen and tick (✓).
Listen and point. Sing the song.
Look and draw. Say the numbers.

2 5 3

6 1 4

Listen and circle.

1

How old are you? I'm ...

2 3 4

CD1

7

1 2 6

3 5 1 4

CD1
Listen to the story.

1. [Illustration of characters playing dice]
2. [Illustration of characters celebrating a birthday]
3. [Illustration of characters rolling dice]
4. [Illustration of characters celebrating a birthday]
5. [Illustration of characters playing dice]
6. [Illustration of characters celebrating a birthday]
Listen and stick.

Talk to Maskman.
My class

1. Listen and point.

2. Say the chant.
Listen and circle the number.

1. bag
2. book
3. chair
4. eraser
5. pencil
6. table

Look and complete.

1. bag
2. book
3. chair
4. eraser
5. pencil
6. table

Missing words: ? ? ?

Options: bag, book, chair, eraser, pencil, table
Listen and point. Sing the song.
Listen and tick (✓).

1. [Image of a girl sitting]
2. [Image of a girl standing]
3. [Image of a girl drawing]
4. [Image of a girl pointing]

Draw your classroom. Say.

open your books  close your books  stand up  sit down  listen  look  point